
Tickets for the Innovation Exchange are only $125 through 
September 1.

Want to pitch your innovative clean tech products, services and technologies to a 
panel of venture investors and potential funders?  

Apply NOW to compete in the Innovation Showcase Contest, which will take place 
on the last day of the 2018 Maryland Clean Energy Summit, Wednesday, October 10. 

2018 MARYLAND CLEAN ENERGY SUMMIT
October 8–10 I College Park, Maryland 

INNOVATION EXCHANGE 

Don’t have a pitch, but interested in learning about new energy 
technologies? Gear up for the Innovation Exchange, sponsored 
by Siemens on Wednesday, October 10, at the 2018 Maryland 
Clean Energy Summit, to hear from a panel of national experts 
sharing their perspectives on the evolution of technologies, 
work of entrepreneurs currently taking place in the energy mar-
ketplace and future projections for how new software, tools or 
solutions will align.

mcecsummit.org            |            administrator@mdcleanenergy.org            |            443-949-8505

Prices increase on September 2! 

Brought to you by:

Hosted by:

REGISTER NOW

Deadline to apply: Friday, August 31

Contestants will be judged by George Davis, CEO, Maryland 
Technology Development Corporation, along with: 
• Brian Compagnone, President, Pitch Capital
• John Ellis, Digitalization Portfolio Manager, Siemens 

Smart Infrastructure
• Dave McCarth, Founder, Funder & Executive Director, 

Potential Energy DC; Associate Director, Accelerate DC 
GWU Office of Innovation & Entrepreneurship

• David Wise, Director, Maryland Momentum Fund

Entrepreneurs are invited to showcase your company and 
participate in fast-paced pitch presentations reviewed ‘Shark 
Tank’-style by a panel of venture investors and potential fund-
ing organizations. Companies eligible to pitch should be early 
stage and do not have to be based in Maryland. One “winning” 
pitch will be recognized with a monetary award.

The Summit, which takes place on October 8 and 9 in College Park, is a thought-provoking conference 
that focuses on cutting-edge technologies, modern business models, innovative regulations and financing 
solutions that will ensure a secure, resilient and transactive modern power grid.

The Innovation Showcase Contest is part of the Innovation Exchange: 
Connecting Start-ups, Experts & Investors 
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